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MULTISTEP DIRECT PROCESSES IN NUCLEONKNOCKOUT REACTIONS�G.F. Steyna, A.A. Cowleyb, S.V. Förtsha, J.J. Lawriea,W.A. Rihterb, and S.W. SteynbaNational Aelerator CentreP.O. Box 72, Faure 7131, South AfriabDepartment of Physis, University of StellenboshStellenbosh 7600, South Afria(Reeived Deember 1, 1998)The suess of statistial multistep diret (MSD) theories in desrib-ing ontinuum ross setions in inlusive (p; p0) reations is important forunderstanding preequilibrium emission from the ontinuum in exlusive(p; p0p00) reations. This ensures the aurate predition of the ontribu-tion of the resattering bakground to other proesses, suh as deep-lyinghole states populated in disrete knokout of nuleons.PACS numbers: 24.10.�i, 24.60.Gv, 25.40.�h1. IntrodutionPreequilibrium nuleon emission was identi�ed to be an important pro-ess in the interation of energeti light projetiles with atomi nulei ap-proximately three deades ago [1℄. Subsequent experimental investigationsmostly explored inlusive reations. The onurrent development of ap-propriate theoretial models to interpret these data led to several semi-lassial formulations [1℄ and later to the quantum-mehanial multisteptheories [1, 2℄. The statistial multistep diret (MSD) theory of Feshbah,Kerman and Koonin (FKK) [3,4℄, for example, has found wide appliation inthe desription of ross setions and angular distributions in inlusive (p; p0)reations.Cross setions for oinident-partile emission in proton-indued rea-tions were measured in some experiments with kinematis spei�ally op-timized for the study of the preequilibrium proess [5�11℄. A theoretialformalism developed by Ciangaru [6, 7, 12℄ extended the ideas of the FKK� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (527)



528 G.F. Steyn et al.theory to the (p; p0p00) reation. The theory assumes an initial quasifreenuleon-nuleon (N-N) interation between the projetile and a target nu-leon, leading to two energeti nuleons whih will generally su�er furtherN-N ollisions as they traverse the residual nuleus. To simplify the analysis,the kinemati onditions of a oinidene experiment an be hosen in suha way that it beomes unlikely for the sattered projetile (hereafter referredto as the primary emitted proton) to have su�ered more than the one vio-lent ollision with the struk target nuleon. The struk nuleon an thenbe viewed as an intranulear projetile and its subsequent resattering hasto be taken into aount expliitly. An assumption of the model is that theintranulear projetile behaves as an external projetile inident upon theresidual nuleus. The oinidene ontinuum ross setion then follows fromthe onvolution integral over the quasifree knokout ross setion for theinitial N-N interation and an appropriately normalized multistep ross se-tion desribing the resattering proess. Consequently the Ciangaru modelis a marriage of the distorted-wave impuls approximation (DWIA) whihhas been extensively employed in disrete knokout reations and the MSDtheory whih has been found to be invaluable in the study of inlusive rea-tions.A study of proton-indued oinident proton emission from the ontin-uum is important beause multiple sattering proesses give rise to a resat-tering bakground upon whih other nulear phenomena are superimposed.This bakground may interfere with the observation of these other proesses.Typial examples are giant resonanes and the population of deep-lying holestates by means of disrete knokout from deeply-bound shell model orbitals.Ciangaru et al. [7℄ speulated that their model may be suitable for ex-trating the resattering bakground underlying deep-lying hole-state knok-out data. This was reently investigated by Cowley et al. [13℄ for the40Ca(p; p0p00) reation at an inident energy of 392 MeV. The resatteringbakground was studied at exitation energies extending to the 1s and 1phole states, whih were learly resolved. The onlusions of Ref. [13℄ dependritially on the ability of MSD alulations to predit di�erential ross se-tions for the inlusive 40Ca(p; p0) reation at inident energies similar to thattransferred to the intranulear projetile in the initial N-N interation. Anexample of the available data for this reation with orresponding MSD pre-ditions will therefore be inluded in this presentation to larify this point.A related area of onern is the extent to whih resattering e�ets mayin�uene urrent experimental investigations of polarization observables indisrete knokout reations, whih may be more severe than in the aseof ross setion measurements. It is lear that an appropriate evaluation ofthese possibly interfering e�ets an only be made if the reation mehanismfor the resattering proess is understood well.



Multistep Diret Proesses in Nuleon Knokout Reations 5292. The Ciangaru formalismIn the simpli�ed ase for a single intranulear projetile the oinidentontinuum ross setion of the reation A(a; a0b)B an be expressed as fol-lows:d4� (
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b�b0dEb �# :The primary observed proton is denoted by a0, the struk nuleon by b0 andthe seondary observed proton by b. The summations are separately evalu-ated for protons and neutrons, denoted by N , whih are initially bound inshell-model orbitals � in the target. The triple di�erential ross setion inthe integrand is the three-body DWIA ross setion for the quasifree knok-out (QF) mehanism, but without distortion in the wave funtion of theknoked-out nuleon b0. It is reasoned that this distortion is inluded im-pliitly in the resattering hain (RC) of the struk nuleon, as expressed bythe double di�erential ross setion in the integrand. The quantity �N is thetotal reation ross setion for the (b0; b) reation with the residual nuleusindued by an intranulear projetile b0 at an energy Eb0 as de�ned by energyonservation after the initial N-N interation. The normalized expression forthe resattering hain essentially beomes the inelasti sattering probabil-ity for the intranulear projetile. The angle between the diretions of thestruk nuleon and the seondary observed proton is denoted by . Theintegration is over the solid angle of the struk nuleon.3. The multiple sattering hainThe FKK theory of multistep diret emission as applied to proton-indued reations assumes an initial two-body N-N interation between theinoming proton and a target nuleon, thereby exiting the target nuleusto a one-partile-one-hole (1p-1h) state. This is the �rst step of the multiplesattering hain. The haining hypothesis asserts that subsequent stages (orsteps) in the exitation of the nuleus proeed via suessive partile-holeexitations in suh a way that the omplexity of the partile-hole state willnot be hanged by more than one unit in a partiular step. This is equivalentto assuming that a transition from stage n to stage n+1 an only be induedby a further two-body N-N interation. The never-ome-bak assumptionis often applied, i.e. that eah suessive step will inrease the omplexityof the state. Emission of a preequilibrium nuleon into the ontinuum maytake plae after eah step. The proess an in priniple ontinue until thenuleus beomes fully equilibrated.



530 G.F. Steyn et al.Angular distributions for the 40Ca(p; p0) reation measured at an ini-dent energy of 165 MeV [14℄ are shown in Fig. 1 for various emission ener-gies. MSD alulations based on the implementation of the FKK theory byBonetti and Chiesa [15℄ are also shown. In spite of some disrepanies, thetheoretial preditions reprodue the data reasonably well.

Fig. 1. Experimental angular distributions for the 40Ca(p; p0) reation at an ini-dent energy of 165 MeV, for various emission energies Ep0 . The urves are results ofMSD alulations based on the formulation of Feshbah, Kerman and Koonin [3℄.Results are multiplied by the fators indiated in brakets for display purposes andare given in the laboratory system. Error bars are shown only when these exeedthe symbol size. 4. Studies between 100 and 200 MeVStudies of the (p; p0p00) reation on 58Ni [5�7℄ at 100 and 200 MeV, 12C [9℄at 200 MeV and 197Au [11℄ at 200 MeV on�rmed the role of an initialquasifree knokout proess as a preursor to the emission of preequilibriumpartiles above the threshold of a three-body breakup proess. The Ciangarumodel was also shown to qualitatively reprodue the oinident proton rosssetions. With the exeption of the study on the lightest target nuleus(12C), to a large extent only the valene nuleons appear to ontribute inthe reation. This may simply be due to the large distortion assoiatedwith the knokout from the more deeply-bound shells at these relativelylow inident energies. Clearly, investigations at higher inident energies arerequired to observe the partiipation of deeper states.



Multistep Diret Proesses in Nuleon Knokout Reations 5315. A study at a higher inident energyThe 40Ca(p; p0p00) reation was reently investigated at an inident en-ergy of 392 MeV in a kinemati and angular range optimized for a studyof the resattering proess as well as observing the population of deep-lyinghole states [13℄. 40Ca was hosen as target beause single partile spetro-sopi information is reasonably well known for this nuleus, even to thedeepest shell-model orbitals. The primary protons were observed at a sat-tering angle of 25.5Æ in a narrow energy region of 20 MeV in width, enteredaround 220 MeV. The seondary protons were measured at sattering anglesof 25.5Æ, 40Æ, 60Æ, 80Æ, 100Æ and 120Æ on the opposite side of the beam,from a threshold of about 50 MeV up to the kinemati limit. Further detailsof the experiment, whih was performed at the Researh Centre for NulearPhysis (RCNP) in Japan (using a dual magneti spetrometer system), anbe found in Ref. [13℄.The knokout ross setion was alulated using the well known DWIAode THREEDEE of Chant and Roos [17℄. Relative spetrosopi fatorsfor the initial knokout proess were based on the single partile shell modelspetrosopi sum rule limit, exept for the 1f7=2 state, whih had to besaled to experimental results of Doll et al. [16℄. The overall spetrosopistrength was subsequently adjusted to give a fair representation of the rosssetions observed for knokout to disrete valene states in that work. Thisproedure then �xes the absolute magnitude of the initial interation thatserves as a soure reation to the resattering proess of the struk nuleon.For the resattering of the struk nuleons, interpolated values of the avail-able inlusive (p; p0) experimental data [14℄ (some of whih are shown inFig. 1) were used, rather than the MSD preditions. This was done in orderto asertain possible de�ienies in the Ciangaru formalism more aurately,rather than to transmit the known deviations (albeit relatively small) ofthe MSD ross setions to the theoretial preditions in this ase. Furtherdetails of the alulations are given in Ref. [13℄.In Fig. 2 experimental data from Ref. [13℄ over the omplete range inbinding energy are shown, together with theoretial ross setions for the40Ca(p; p0p00) reation, whih forms a bakground upon whih yields of the(p,2p) reation to disrete states are superimposed. At angles of 80Æ andbeyond, knokout to disrete states is not observed and the measured dataonly re�et the resattering bakground. This is onsistent with the rapidfall-o� predited by the DWIA theory for the (p; 2p) soure reation. Theability of the DWIA theory (added to the resattering bakground) to re-produe the experimental binding energy spetra for deep-lying hole statesexited in the (p; 2p) reation is illustrated in Fig. 3. Results are shownwith widths and positions of the 1s and 1p states taken from the experi-
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Fig. 2. Binding-energy spetra for the 40Ca(p; p0p00) reation at 392 MeV. Theurves represent the resattering bakground aording to the theory of Ciangaru.(Taken from Ref. [13℄.)
Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 at 40Æ, but the urves represent the sum of disrete knokoutfor the 1s and 1p states and resattering omponent. See text for full explanation.(Taken from Ref. [13℄.)mental work of Volkov et al. [18℄ (Fig. 3(a)), as well as the results obtainedif these quantities are adjusted for better agreement with the experimentaldata (Fig. 3(b)). The absolute knokout yields, however, are the same inboth ases. 6. ConlusionsAn example is shown illustrating that inlusive (p; p0) data are repro-dued reasonably well by MSD alulations. This theoretially-based un-derstanding of the (p; p0) omponent of the Ciangaru formalism for the(p; p0p00) reation is reassuring. The theoretial treatment of the knokoutpart, whih is the other ruial ingredient in the desription of the (p; p0p00)reation, is also known to be reliable. Consequently the ontribution of the
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